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1. Abstract
While engaging in recreational boating, people can often be subjected to many
uncomfortable situations. Whether struggling to help elderly people on and off the high,
small, slippery sides of a runabout, or shifting around gear due to inadequate storage
facilities, boat owners often experience a need for ergonomic improvement to their crafts.
A major domestic manufacturer of sport boats has requested assistance to improve the
ergonomics of their boats in an effort to differentiate its product. After researching
methods of acquiring user feedback, a new digital method is proposed to acquire and
analyze data. The range of sport boats currently available was analyzed to determine the
required flexibility and applicability of the design tool. The proposed approach directly
involves the user in a portable software based development tool. Attempts to create
portions of this system are discussed as well as a proposed system currently under
development.
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2. Introduction
2.1 Background
While a product is being designed, the needs of the end user are rarely completely
understood. Various techniques have been applied to modern product design to better
incorporate user needs into the product design cycle. Obtaining accurate results from
product design data requires close attention to data collection methods, and often
exhaustive analysis of qualitative data. The following research explores a novel
technique of acquiring quantitative user preference data with respect to the layout of an
entry-level sport boat.
Presently, the recreational marine industry is facing a problem with market
differentiation. Many brands of boats exist, but few have a clear market niche and
defined style. The Brunswick Boat Group, owner of many major brands of recreational
boats, is looking to make breakthrough products that uniquely define their brands and
please their customers. With quantitative data regarding the layout of a sport boat, new
models can be designed with the user in mind.
The goal of this research is to develop virtual boat models with CAD software and
gather quantitative user data from these models. The user will interact with these CAD
models, manipulating them to meet the user’s desires. After adjusting various boat
parameters to create a person’s optimum design, the positioning of the boat layout
components will be saved as a set of data to be analyzed. Since the data is quantitative, it
can be directly input into statistical analysis software. If the data is proven to be
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statistically significant, user preferences can be compared to various user attributes
including age, gender, primary use of boat, etc.

2.2 Methodology
The following research explores several aspects of the specific methodology
necessary to obtain user data from a virtual model. Various other methods of usercentered design were considered and researched to ensure an applicable tool will be
devised. Data was collected on sport boats in order to understand present designs and
how they vary. Differences between CAD modeling techniques are explained and
evaluated. These differences, as well as attempts to create a workable CAD model, will
assist in choosing how the digital model will be constructed. Performance criteria for
evaluating the digital model are introduced as another feature of the virtual model. Once
information from the digital model is acquired, its validity can be checked against data
from a concurrent research project acquiring user preferences from a physical mockhelm. Upon verifying this data, it will be used to create generic models of boats created
by various user segments.
The boats constructed by the user are not at all intended to be used for actual boat
design dimensions. The user is not expected to have the design knowledge or capabilities
of the experienced industrial designers and engineers who presently design the boats.
The CAD tool is instead intended to be a method of acquiring user data. By giving users
a digital boat to manipulate, they will be forced to analyze different parts of the boat and
evaluate these areas individually. Since the whole boat is present in the model, users can
visualize how individual changes may affect the entire boat. As the users focuses on
various aspects of the boat model, a surveyor can ask for the rationale for various
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changes. These questions lead to a better understanding of how typical users see the boat
and what they expect from the product.
Many variables will be adjustable in the CAD boat model. Since so many
variables can be changed, many outcomes are possible. To help the user assess these
outcomes, performance measures will be integrated into the CAD model through naval
architecture software and custom made modules to evaluate factors such as visibility,
seating capacity, and ergonomics. As the user manipulates the CAD model, it will be
evaluated by the various performance measures as if the design was truly a digital model
for a boat. The results of these modules will be displayed to the user to show what
improvements or what sacrifices may be noticed by manipulating the boat in a manner
the user finds more pleasing. By analyzing the users’ notions of what performance
measures may be sacrificed in order to improve a different aspect of the boat, designers
gain an understanding of the key factors that should be perfected in the design, even if
some other sacrifice must be made. Based on what sacrifices the user is willing to make,
design criteria can be weighted more accurately in design tools such as the ‘House of
Quality.’
Because of the focus on boats, the CAD tool will be original in its development.
Little research has been applied to marine ergonomics and user interaction. The use of
virtual models to acquire user data is also original. With these new techniques, new
products may be realized that were never before imagined. Although this research is
focusing on entry level sport boats, the method of acquiring user data could be applied to
nearly any product with which a user might interact.
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3. Background Research
Entry level sport boat designs have diversified to create various options available
to the consumer. As manufacturers consider new designs to gain new market segments,
they will need to make informed decisions to promote their success. Many product
developers agree that faulty product definition is the greatest cause of a product’s failure.
(Mello 2001) As these boats will be almost exclusively used for recreational purposes,
considering the user is of primary importance when generating concepts. This literature
study reviews various methods of incorporating the user into the design process and
discusses how these techniques compare to the methods applied during this research.
Within this analysis, an overview of user-centered design will be presented. The value of
user consideration techniques and also direct user input will be explored. Recent research
using computer based anthropomorphic design will be presented. The use of virtual
reality to gain user input will also be analyzed. Finally, the current offerings of major
entry level sport boat manufacturers will be evaluated. This understanding of the current
market as well as the processes to virtually create user-centered designs should provide
the knowledge necessary to create methods capable of improving sport boat design.

3.1 User-centered Design
After World War II, studies were conducted to determine why so many aircraft
were lost. One study revealed that the cockpits of aircraft were too small for some pilots
and they could not easily make motions necessary to control the aircraft. (Roebuck 1975)
The Department of Defense then required human factors data to be incorporated in the
design of military craft and machines so that at least 90% of males fit for military service
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could operate them. (Tilley 1993) From this moment onwards, both military and
commercial companies have researched how to better design machines to suit the
dimensions and capabilities of man.
User-centered design can be approached in different manners. One approach
visualizes the end-user as they interact with the object to be designed. Another method
collects input from consumers and users about their physical abilities and product
preferences. These two methods can each improve a product when applied appropriately
to the design process.

3.1.1 Considering the User
When considering the user, a designer can rely upon two sources, memory and
imagination. Memory applies the designer’s previous life experiences to improve a
design for the end user while imagination creates new situations where a user is
considered. Designers often depend on their memory of comparable products and ideas
generated by their clients when generating concepts. Ideally, a designer should keep the
user in mind during the design process, imagining how the user will interact with the
design. Although visualizing the user may seem simple and obvious, many designers
often overlook the user in their designs. To create better designs, the designer should not
only consider the user through previous experience, but also apply imagination to the user
interaction. The use of imagination adds originality to the design, improving the
product’s appeal. When designers fail to consider the user, the resulting design can often
be unappealing to the user. (Dahl 2000) The design method proposed in this paper will
not only consider the user in the design of sport boats, but also gather information from
that user to determine if the proposed designs are valid.
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3.1.2 Direct User Interaction
Designers often rely upon input from the user to determine what most customers
want from a product. This data can be gained from interviews, surveys, focus groups and
a variety of other methods. The validity of this data is often difficult to quantify and its
validity is often questionable. Elizabeth Shove argues that the user involvement must
challenge “the purposes, norms, and conventions around which contemporary concepts of
need are built.” (2003) When selecting users to be included in studies, lead users should
be targeted. Lead users are the people who use a product to its maximum potential and
would have greater needs before typical users may notice a deficiency. These users can
best explain their needs and sometimes can suggest possible solutions. (Ulrich 2000)
Evaluating customer feedback is a subject under much consideration among design
researchers.
One typical way of directly incorporating the user is through an interview process.
Customer interviews significantly reduce the danger of the product failing since it can
predict how a customer will respond to the product when it reaches the market. To
improve data collection, involved questions should be asked and examples should be
requested when applicable. Due to the great quantity of data collected during interviews
of a number of people, a computerized system should be applied to compare and evaluate
user responses. By then comparing and categorizing user responses, the most common
and significant aversions can be addressed. These problems are then analyzed against the
product being developed and the product is adapted to better suit the customer’s wants.
(Mello 2001) The research method presented in this paper will incorporate the user and
allow them to directly change the product in its initial concept phase. This direct
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interaction will instantly adapt the product to the customer’s wants and since a CAD
(computer aided drafting) model will be used, quantitative data will be collected.
Another technique of gaining user input is through focus groups. A focus group
is a carefully chosen group of users who take part in a common discussion. Due to its
flexibility, this method has been widely used to gather market research, assess prototypes,
and analyze human interaction with the design. Focus groups typically provide
qualitative data, so often the technique is applied to early design concept exploration and
the evaluation of data that is already quantitative. The users’ needs can be analyzed
through a focus group which may also determine possible solutions to weaknesses in the
design. The research can often lead to new ideas because often the “users have a creative
potential that can be unlocked during Focus Group activities.” (Bruseberg 2001) When
conducting a focus group, a variety of stimuli can be helpful and provide “a vital starting
point for the conversation. Images helped people to imagine the future and encouraged
them to develop their own ideas.” (Bruseberg 2001) The three dimensional virtual
models of sport boats in this research will provide research subjects a basis to begin
explaining how boat design can be improved.
Questionnaires are also informative sources of data collection since they are not
biased by group members and the data can easily be recorded and analyzed. With a
questionnaire, the researcher can better limit what responses the user can supply and
focus the user towards the question the designer intends to answer. For example,
qualities such as attractiveness can be evaluated using a scale provided on the
questionnaire. (Bruseberg 2001)
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Where a questionnaire may be more helpful at evaluating actual prototypes, less
structured ways of gaining user input can be used during the basic concept design of a
product. For instance, the user can be asked to draw how they believe the product should
look and describe how it should perform. “Users may find it easier to express themselves
three-dimensionally than through drawing… as users do not generally have any previous
training in expressing their ideas visually. (Bruseberg 2001) The virtual tool for boat
design will allow users the ability to roughly model their ideal boat, expressing
themselves in a three dimensional environment.
Controlling the research environment is critical to the success of gathering user
input. Discussions must be focused on particular issues to gather the most reliable data.
Also, the user must be comfortable since “participants tend to be slightly reserved
towards creative tasks (e.g. brainstorming and drawing) although the results were
valuable and revealing.” (Bruseberg 2001) When asking research subjects to be creative
in the layout of a future boat model, they must be kept comfortable and understand that
they are not being judged critically.
One significantly different method of gaining user input is by allowing the
customer to customize a product. Athletic shoe companies such as Nike and Adidas
allow their customers to design their ideal shoe (colors and size) via the internet and have
it made for them. The shoe company can then see what styles are preferred by its
consumers and determine what its mass produced product line is lacking. (Piller 2004)
Although the custom design of boats with the internet is not within the scope of this
research, the method verifies that users can input design data and preferences through a
computer graphical interface.
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3.1.3 Ethnographic Data Collection
Ethnography is a rising method to collect data about users. Typical ethnography
involves a researcher immersing themselves in the culture and society that they wish to
study. While immersed in the culture, they learn from the community. Often the
people’s values, language, traditions, and beliefs are objects of intense study. From this
perspective, the researcher can often record in depth data about a population. (Spradley
1979)
“Ethnographers who contribute to product design need results yesterday but no
later than three days, or three weeks, from the start date.” (Handwerker 2001) Since
product development typically requires a short time line to beat competitors’ products to
the market, ethnographers do not have the luxury of becoming immersed in the culture of
the targeted consumer. Instead, the researcher must quickly gain ethnographic data. By
clearly focusing on the data needed to understand the user, the ethnographic process can
be accelerated. This quicker ethnographic process often involves short structured
interviews. (Handwerker 2001) To better be immersed in the culture, the interview often
takes place in the product’s natural setting, whether it be in a home, school, office, etc.
While in the product and user’s natural setting, product interaction is often videotaped for
further study of common product user-interaction shortcomings. (Wasson 2002) With
thoughtful and clear questions, adequate data can be captured to illustrate the user
culture.

3.2 Computer Based Anthropomorphic Design
Recent advances in technology have allowed accurate computer simulations of
virtual people interacting with virtual representations of prototype designs. This
14

modeling allows the design to be tested without the investment of a physical model and
without the concerns of involving users in the study of product safety, usability, and
comfort. CAD models of prototype designs are often available, even in the early design
phases of a concept. Ergonomists can use these models to check for user comfort while
the design is still being formed by the engineers. When products are developed before
ergonomic analysis, later adjustments to meet ergonomics standards become more costly.
For this reason, CAD based ergonomic evaluation of a design concept is an economical
method to apply user needs to a developing design. (Porter 1995) Also, beginning
ergonomic evaluation of the design too late in the product’s design timeline could prevent
the item from being significantly redesigned to incorporate the changes necessary to
make the product ideal for user interaction. For example, redesigning an automobile’s
interior space would be very difficult if the driver’s posture were deemed unsuitable.
(Porter 1993)
Unfortunately, modeling the human body with a virtual model can prove to be
very complex. Most computer-based anthropomorphic design studies involve measuring
people in the various dimensions that will interact with the tested design. If designing
boat seating, many measurements of the legs, back, and torso would be necessary in a
variety of positions. In one recent study, CAD models were developed of people’s hands
to better design gloves for the British armed services. Many hands were measured and
the variations were compared. The researchers realized that a single model could not be
developed of the average hand and then scaled to match smaller and larger hands.
Instead, separate CAD models needed to be developed for each size of the glove to be
produced. (Williams 2004) Similarly, when imagining a virtual person using the virtual
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boat design, an average person can not merely be scaled to match the fifth or ninety fifth
percentile. Instead, separate human models will be necessary. In the glove study, a
parametric CAD model was used to easily change the hand model to the dimensions
specified for each glove size. (Williams 2004) A similar system incorporating the
dimensions of an entire person would be necessary to quickly generate models of a
variety of human subjects.

3.2.1 ‘Design for All’
One design philosophy, ‘design for all’ promotes designing products that can be
used by a variety of differently sized and abled people. This design philosophy
especially focuses on disabled people and has been used in virtual techniques to ensure
product compatibility with the user. The virtual techniques include gathering
measurements of a chosen group of people and modeling these people. (Case 2001)
Models representative of people of various shapes and sizes are stored within a database,
in this case named HADRIAN (human anthropometric data requirements and analysis).
(Marshall 2004) Then the virtual human models are applied to virtual fitting trials. In a
fitting trial, a person is assumed to represent a typical user interacting with the design. A
computer aid known as SAMMIE (System for Aiding Man-Machine Interaction
Evaluation) assists in the modeling of the virtual person’s movement, simplifying human
joints as various kinematic linkages. This system then models how the user will interact
with the device and checks for clearance and reach problems. (Case 2001) The simulated
person is then moved through a series of motions necessary to complete a task. While the
model executes these motions, the virtual user’s vision, reach, posture, and other aspects
are evaluated. (Marshall 2002)
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When researching the awareness of the ‘design for all’ philosophy, various
conclusions supported its necessity. Typically, users were not highly considered in the
design process of products until final testing. The early concepts and ideas are seldom
assessed from a user interaction viewpoint. Throughout the design process, CAD is used.
(Marshall 2002) These findings greatly encourage the virtual analysis of user interaction.
By applying user interaction studies early in the design cycle, the product’s form can be
more easily influenced by user related constraints. Also, by performing this work with a
CAD based system, designers and engineers throughout the company can manipulate and
use the models generated during the user study. The sport boat research will provide
early concept CAD model feedback on users’ impressions, allowing new concepts to be
formed and easily adapted to user preferences.
The virtual modeling technique of humans has several limitations however.
Various assumptions on how the human body can be simplified and generalized must be
made that may not be compatible with the data collected to generate the models. When
modeling and manipulating a human, the researcher must be very skilled with CAD and
have an in depth understanding of ergonomics. (Marshall 2004) Since the human model
would be very difficult to control by the research subject and since the development of
such a large library of human dimensions is outside the scope of the sport boat research, a
simulated human model has been neglected to further simplify how the user will interact
with the sport boat CAD model. Although the boat design research does not simulate a
person interacting with the design, it does allow the designer to imagine how the user
would interact with the design and presents how the boat concepts could be verified in
the future.
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3.2.2 Applying Virtual Reality to Product Design
Recent progression in virtual reality technology has allowed it to evolve into a
tool capable of aiding designers and users as they evaluate and interact with various
concept designs. Virtual reality grants several freedoms beyond CAD operations.
Typically, only one operation at a time can be performed on a CAD model. It can be
manipulated by being rotated or translated, but typically in only one way, in one direction
at any one time. This makes CAD modeling a precise tool, but not ideal for user
interaction. With virtual reality technology, virtual products can be manipulated more
similarly to how the user would interact with the design using his or her hands. Virtual
models can be manipulated by voice and hand inputs. (Chi-Cheng 1998) The application
of virtual reality to manipulating three dimensional CAD models indicates that the ease
of use of the CAD models in the sport boat research must be maximized and difficulty
using the models could be a source of error.

3.3 Conclusion
Various methods have been applied to gain user feedback. Often, user input has
been gathered through focus groups, questionnaires, and interviews. Input has also been
gathered by subjecting virtual users to virtual tasks in a 3D modeling environment. By
gathering data from users interacting with a virtual model, the strengths of user input and
virtual modeling are intended to be captured. Ideally, the 3D model will provide a
directed stimulus to the user being interviewed so that focused data can be collected. The
user’s preferences can then easily be recorded as quantitative data from the 3D model.
This technique could provide a new methodology for gaining user feedback, but as with
any new practice, its result must be studied carefully to assure validity.
18

4. Product Architecture
4.1 Product Definition
Recreational power-boating features a wide variety of boats ranging from ten foot
fishing craft to one hundred foot motor yachts. From this diverse group of products,
sport boats were chosen as they comprise a large portion of recreational boat companies’
profits, and because they are used for a variety of reasons requiring many considerations
during the design process. Within the context of this research, a sport boat is defined as a
seventeen to twenty-one foot fiberglass hull boat designed to accommodate a range of
activity including water sports, fishing, and family fun. This range generally limits the
field of boats to entry level models, appealing to first time buyers who may not be
already brand loyal. Requiring the boat to permit a wide range of activities ensures that
sport boats will be compatible with a wide range of user interests.

4.2 Contemporary Sport Boat Layout Design
In order to provide new concepts to sport boat manufacturers, the present
offerings and designs available to the consumer needed to be understood and evaluated.
To determine what features are currently available in present sport boat models, the
nineteen brands of sport boats featured in the J. D. Power and Associates annual rating
were researched. Boats between seventeen and twenty-one feet were considered to be the
entry level boats that first time buyers would be more apt to choose. By evaluating the
current boats available, ‘product opportunity gaps’ could be realized and representations
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of common boat offerings could be chosen. A product opportunity gap is a market
segment not yet explored that the user may have never even considered. (Cagan 2001)
Within these specifications, three different hulls were observed. The most
common hull was the bow rider which features an open bow that accommodates several
passengers. Less common for this size range was a cuddy, which has a small enclosed
cabin in the bow. The third hull was the deck boat, which has a wider bow area. By
reviewing the floor plans of some 130 available boats, products were categorized
according to their layout into seven distinct groups. These groups have some variation,
but the general setup of the boat is very similar among all boats in the group. The first
group, designated ‘motorbox,’ is distinguished by seating on each side of the engine
location in the boat. This arrangement tends to maximize seating in the boat at the cost of
storage space. The second group, ‘bench seat,’ features a bench seat in front of the
engine. These two groups are featured on both bow rider and cuddy hulls. The
remaining boats typically have one feature in common. Their seating is arranged to wrap
around at least one section of the side of the boat. This setup typically allows for an easy
walkway from inside the boat to the swim platform and orients the passengers into an
arrangement more conducive to conversation when boating. This style exists among bow
rider and deck boat hulls. Among deck boat seating layouts, the main difference between
layouts depends upon the style of the windshield. Some models have a typical
windshield, making the boat very similar to a bow rider except for its wide bow. Other
deck boats only have a windshield on the driver side. This setup protects the driver when
driving the boat, but is more inviting to interaction between people in the front and back
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Figure 1. Sport Boat Layout Classification Chart

of the vessel. The above classifications are displayed in Figure 1, as well as a
representative floor plan for each group.
With this classification chart, a diverse group of 130 sport boats presently
available can be categorized by 7 models. The traits of these boats make them separate
entities with features that make them easily distinguishable. The three main hull-based
categories are distinct because they are meant to provide varying experiences. The bow
rider is a versatile, inexpensive boat, providing performance and family fun at a lower
price. The cuddy allows for more comfort on extended day-trips. There is shade
available to keep out of the sun and sometimes a head is featured as well. Although
fewer people can converse on the deck of the boat, more time can be comfortably spent
away from land. The final hull category of deck boat is meant to maximize seating
capacity. Although more expensive than a comparable bow rider, these boats can safely
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carry about 33% more people. The different uses and features of each hull necessitated
giving each a category of its own.
Of the three layout designs within the bow rider category, there are several
distinctions that make each category unique. Often the motor box and bench seat
versions of a boat were available options on the same model. These two different
arrangements differ mainly with regards to the rear seat. The motor box arrangement
pushes the rear seats close to the stern of the boat, on either side of the engine. This
allows for more floor space within the boat. Although this set up provides each person
with an individual seat, personal space in the rear seats may be at a minimum due to the
engine cover. As shown in Figure 1, this boat typically has two rearward facing seats.
These seats are especially convenient when participating in water sports as many states
require a person in the boat to be watching the person behind the boat at all times.
These rearward facing seats allow a person to comfortably watch behind the boat and
inform the nearby driver when the skier falls or requests a change in speed or direction.
The bench seat layout features a long seat at the back of the boat. Typically bucket seats
are used in the front. The space on either side of the motor in the stern of the boat is then
available for storing gear, and the back of the boat can be used to lie upon when sunbathing. Usually, the front bucket seats can rotate so that the person in the passenger side
bucket seat can comfortably watch a person water skiing behind the boat. The third
category among bow riders is the walk-through seating layout. This layout is distinct
from the motor box and bench seat versions because it features seating along one side of
the boat, and because it attempts to make the swim platform more accessible. While
providing comparable seating room to the bench seat version, the boat is made more
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ergonomic by providing a walkway to the swim platform that does not require a person to
climb over the seats. Although this walkway decreases the size of the sun pad on the
back of the boat where a person may lay out to tan, some manufacturers have
compensated by covering the walkway with a cushion that may be flipped out of the way
when access to the swim platform is needed. Of the three hulls, the bow-rider hull is
offered in the most styles, sizes, and layouts. Some of the innovations applied to bow
riders, like the walk-through seating, can become new concepts on other boats, such as
cuddies.
Of the reviewed boats, those with a cuddy hull featured either motor box or bench
seat style seating. These layouts offered much of the same advantages as they did in the
motor box hull. Few cuddy models existed in the entry level boat segment as they are
often more expensive due the small enclosed cabin. The small number of available
models makes the cuddy hull a candidate for incorporating ideas from other boats, to
make original cuddy hall designs that may better suit a user.
The final hull shape, the deck boat, has two different categories based upon a
different characteristic of the boat. These categories are based upon the shape of the
windshield as opposed to the seating layout, since the seating layout on the observed deck
boats was fairly similar. The seats are all around the perimeter of the boat except for a
driver’s bucket seat mounted at the helm. The differentiation between layouts based
upon the windshield was necessary because of the different concepts of space within the
two styles. With the full windshield, the boat is fairly similar to a bow-rider, except the
seats are around the periphery of the boat, and more space is available in the bow. The
driver-side windshield gives a different ambience to the boat, uniting the otherwise
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separated bow and aft sections of the boat into one space. This style of boat may be
advantageous when interaction between all people aboard the boat is desired.
By focusing on the major components of each boat that significantly distinguish it
from other products, the vast array of available products was able to be simplified into a
more understandable group of representatives. These archetype boats simplify the
modeling of the sport boat product category since one model can encompass a wide array
of marketed products.

5. Modeling Software Capabilities
5.1 Solid vs. NURBS Modeling
Three dimensional CAD modeling has evolved into two main approaches for
representing geometry: solid modeling and NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline)
modeling. Each method has distinct advantages with solid modeling being generally
more appropriate for engineering and manufacturing, while NURBS modeling is better
suited for industrial design.

5.1.1 Solid Modeling
Digital solid modeling represents an object digitally much like the genuine part to
be created. Most notably, the model is composed of ‘solids.’ The model is composed of
volumes in digital space. Often these models are created by making a sketch, extruding
or revolving it. The sketch used for the boat model hull cross-section is displayed in
Figure 2. The parametric equations that compose the sketch are visible in this figure.
The dimensions of the model are not composed of numbers, but instead variables that the
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Figure 2. Sketch Used to Generate Hull in Boat Solid Model

user could define. Pieces of the part are created similarly and added together to form a
complex shape. The software understands what features of the part will be hidden when
the object is viewed from any angle and understands what surfaces are associated with
each volume. This type of CAD modeling software is generally preferred by engineers
because of its ability to automatically transfer part geometry to a drafted part drawing,
correctly indicating various features such as center lines and hidden lines. Other features
convenient to engineers include the software’s ability to perform various calculations
based upon the solid geometry such as mass, center of gravity, and moment of inertia.

5.1.2 NURBS Modeling
Since solid modeling is based upon such precise geometry, creating complex
flowing shapes can often be difficult. Instead of constructing a model from solids,
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NURBS modeling creates models from lines and surfaces. These models are not created
by distinct dimensions, but instead by lines generated by the user. As the lines are
created on the computer, the location and description of each line is still stored
numerically. These lines are then swept into surfaces, and then manipulated by dragging
control points. By increasing the number of control points and their position, free
flowing complex geometries can be created that would otherwise be hard to describe by
typical dimensioning.
NURBS have advantages over other types of curves such as Bézier and Hermite
curves. NURBS have the capability of being locally adjustable since their definition is
not only based upon the location of control points, like most other curves, but also upon
the weight of the control points. By adjusting the weight of the control points, the curve
can be locally adjusted, without affected portions of the curve that the designer might
want unchanged. Figure 3 illustrates how the weight of a control point can be adjusted to
change the local shape of the line. The line on the left in the figure has a more heavily
weighted control point, making the NURBS come closer to the point. As the weight is
decreased in the line on the right, the NURBS moves away from the control point, but
only the section of the curve between the adjusted control point and adjacent control
points is affected.
Adjusted
Control
Point

Figure 3. Example of Locally Adjustable NURBS
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Unfortunately, NURBS models can have trouble representing physical objects
accurately. The surfaces have no thickness, so the volume of the shape is not understood
by the computer. If the surfaces do not meet precisely, they do not mesh properly as if
the model had a crack in it between the two surfaces. However, because of its ease of use
and freedom to create complex shapes, NURBS modeling is often preferred by industrial
designers trying to generate product concepts.

5.2 Determining Appropriate Modeling Technique
Initially, Unigraphics solid modeling software was chosen to generate the boat
model geometries for this project. Unigraphics is the software used by engineers at
Brunswick Boat Group, making research findings easily transferable to the project
sponsor. Unigraphics also has the ability to represent models in terms of parameters. By
using parametric modeling techniques, the dimensions of a model can be made in the
form of equations instead of just numbers. These equations can be set to change as other
aspects of the boat change. So, if a user inputs a change into the dimensions of a boat,
the boat could accommodate this change effectively. The parameters could also be
exported to a spreadsheet for a user to adjust and then update the model.
To test the approach, the software was used to model a boat seat. After measuring
some of the seats in boats at a Sea Ray dealer, the model shown in Figure 4 was
constructed. All three seats in Figure 4 are generated by the same CAD file, but with
different dimensions. These dimensions could be successfully exported to Microsoft
Excel as shown in Figure 5. These parameters may be updated in Excel, updating the
model. Microsoft Excel was considered to be a candidate for a rudimentary user
interface until a more user friendly interface could be devised.
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Figure 4. Various Boat Seats Generated with Parametric Seat Model

Figure 5. Seat Parameters Displayed in Microsoft Excel

Unfortunately, two significant drawbacks limited progress towards creating a
workable parametric boat model in Unigraphics. The shape of a boat hull is fairly
complex, making it difficult to represent by simple curves, lines, and extruded shapes.
Even when attempting to model a simplified model of the boat hull, the bow section still
proved problematic. The curves on the front needed to be represented by splines, which
are lines of arbitrary curvature. Splines were created with two endpoints and one control
point. Unigraphics would not allow for parameters to be applied to the control point, so
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its position as the model was manipulated was unconstrained. Several different
techniques were applied to create the bow shape. The most successful attempt involved
sweeping the cross section of the hull to a smaller cross section as the bow came to a
point. This geometry was swept along splines, so that the hull geometry would taper to a
point in a non-linear fashion. Unfortunately, Unigraphics could only follow up to three
splines for a given shape, so the hull had to be subdivided into triangular sections to
ensure the proper geometry was created. Once these geometries were created, the smaller
cross section of the hull, where the bow comes to a point, was shrunk using parametric
equations built into the model. Unigraphics again struggled as this cross section is
shrunken and gave errors that resulted in the solid body becoming a sheet body. The
final Unigraphics model is pictured in Figure 6.
Bow Unable to be
Reduced to Smaller
Cross Section

Splines
from BowLike Shape
Triangular Sections Required
to Create Hull Geometry

Figure 6. Final Unigraphics Model
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After confronting so many problems with creating a workable parametric model
in Unigraphics, NURBS modeling was considered. Although NURBS models can be
created through Unigraphics, Rhinoceros (Rhino) NURBS modeling software was chosen
for constructing a boat model. Rhino was chosen not only because it is a common
NURBS modeler, but also because RhinoMarine 3D software is available for providing
accurate hull performance data from geometry made in Rhino.
Although the Unigraphics model proved to be unsuitable for further usage, it did
prove the capability of parametric software to generate various design concepts quickly.
By adjusting only a few values in the boat’s geometry, the hull could be reshaped into a
sportier hull as shown on the left in Figure 7 or a more spacious boat as shown on the
right of in Figure 7. Perhaps the boat on the left may be more desirable to a younger
customer who may not have a family yet, while the boat on the right may be more
suitable for hauling around a family and their gear for a day on the water.
By creating better models using Rhino software, user input will be gathered and
hull performance measures will be understood as they change with different user
specified geometry.

Figure 7. Parametric Model Capability
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6. Future Work
This research will be continued as I pursue my master’s degree in Mechanical
Engineering. The eventual goal of the research is to produce a virtual CAD tool for a
user to manipulate. This tool will provide the user with a digital model of a sport boat
that is adjustable in a variety of ways. By adjusting the boat model, the user can
communicate to the designer what important design considerations should be accounted
for in an ideal boat. Since the tool is digital, all of the user’s inputs can be recorded
quantitatively and assessed with a statistical analysis.
Virtools software will provide the user interface for the virtual CAD model.
Virtools allows for an initial CAD model to be imported into the software and for
portions of this model to be scaled and otherwise adjusted.
The model depicted in Figure 8 was created by Professor Arnold, and it verifies

Figure 8. Virtools User Interface
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the ability of the software to manipulate boat features. In this particular model, the size
of the seat in the back of the boat can be increased with one key and decreased with
another key on the keyboard. This simple method of adjusting boat parameters will allow
users having little computer experience to interact with the model.

6.1 Performance Criteria
In addition to the digital boat model geometry, the tool will indicate how the
boat’s performance will change as its layout, features and hull is modified by the user.
Dimensions from the user interface will be submitted to a number of modules to evaluate
the boat’s geometry and return feedback to the user interface. Four modules presently
being constructed are listed in the flowchart in Figure 9. The seating comfort and
capacity module will evaluate the capacity of the boat based upon seating area and coast
guard established criteria for determining the maximum occupancy of a boat. The
visibility from the driver’s seat will be assessed with the visibility measurements module.
Data from the helm ergonomics research currently being conducted by graduate student

User Input
Initial CAD
Model

Data File

Hull Performance
Measures

Virtools
User
Interface

Seating Comfort
and Capacity
Measures

Helm Ergonomic
Evaluation

Visibility
Measurements

Figure 9. User Preference Data Flow Chart
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Figure 10. User Preference Data Flow Chart for Hull Performance

Sarah Nelson, will be used to provide feedback regarding the comfort of the preferred
helm location. Changes to the hull shape will be evaluated by the hull performance
module.
These hull performance criteria will be integrated into the CAD model using
RhinoMarine3D naval architecture software. With this software, the hull shape will be
evaluated for performance characteristics such as drag and stability. Drag is a force
resisting the motion of the boat through the water. The magnitude of the drag force and
the power to overcome it are both functions of the velocity of the boat. As water is much
denser than air, this force is a major determinant of a boat’s efficiency. Stability is a
criterion that evaluates how easily the boat tips. This feature is a function of the center of
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gravity, center of buoyancy and shape of the boat. Such characteristics were only able to
be measured by physical models of a boat until recently. By integrating performance
characteristics into the virtual model, feedback can be provided to the user as the model is
manipulated. This feedback will indicate what the user may sacrifice or gain by
arranging the boat in a different manner. This information will help the user make more
educated decisions of how the boat should be arranged. Figure 10 outlines the flow of
data from the user and the initial CAD model through the hull analysis module to the
final output data file.
The user manipulates the CAD model in the user interface. The user interface
program tracks the changes made to the CAD model and passes this data to the
RhinoMarine3D Hull Design and Fairing Module. This module contains a wizard shown
in Figure 11 that creates a planing boat hull from sixteen basic input dimensional
parameters. These parameters include hull length overall, beam (width) overall, and
more specific parameters that control such features as the sharpness of the bow and the
slope of the bottom of the hull. These parameters will be defined as the distance between
various features in the model used with Virtools. The user will not place these numbers
into the wizard; instead a computer script will transfer the data from Virtools to the
RhinoMarine3D software.
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Figure 11. RhinoMarine3D Hull Creation Wizard – Step 1

Figure 12. Required Power vs. Speed RhinoMarine3D Generated Excel Plot (RhinoMarine 2006)

This hull will then be passed into the RhinoMarine3D Hydrostatics, Stability, and
Sections Module and Performance Analysis Module. These modules perform hull design
calculations on the boat hull, outputting performance data such as drag and stability
ratings. As shown in Figure 12, the Performance Analysis module can calculate the
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power required by the boat as a function of speed. The Hydrostatics, Stability, and
Sections Module is capable of calculating the righting arm as a function of heel angle, as
shown in Figure 13. Several trends are plotted on this figure to compare how changing
parameters of the boat, such as the weight, affect the stability performance. This module
can assess many other criteria as well.
The righting arm is defined as the horizontal distance between the boat’s center of
buoyancy and center of mass. The center of buoyancy is located at the geometric center
of the submerged volume. The center of mass is located at the center of mass of the
entire boat. When the boat is tilted, the centers of buoyancy and gravity are no longer
vertically aligned. Calculating this misalignment proves difficult because the geometry

Figure 13. Righting Arm vs. Heel Angle RhinoMarine3D Generated Excel Plot (RhinoMarine 2006)
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of the submerged volume of the boat changes as the boat tilts. This changes the location
of the center of buoyancy which then must be compared to the center of mass.
The calculated data from the naval architecture calculations will be output to the
user’s computer screen. Since the user is not expected to understand drag and stability
measurements, the output data will be scaled to a rating system. This rating will be
output on a scale showing the previous rating and the current rating. By the relative
position of the indicator on the scale, the user can better understand how the boat’s
performance has changed.

Figure 14. Visibility Calculation Module
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A prototype visibility evaluation module has been created to calculate how far the
view in front of the driver is obstructed by the shape of the boat. Good visibility is
essential to boating safety so that a driver can see and avoid obstacles floating at the
water’s surface. When accelerating from rest, the boat pitches up before planing. As the
front of the boat rises, visibility is drastically reduced and often, the surface of the water
is not visible from the driver’s seat. The present module, constructed with assistance
from graduate student Sarah Nelson, is displayed in Figure 14.
The results of this module and the other modules will then be interpreted by the
user. Adjusting the various parameters of the boat will inevitably result in some
performance gains and sacrifices. These trade-offs will be considered by the user who
may reconsider how the boat has been modified. If the user chooses, the model may be
adjusted and reevaluated. When the user is satisfied with the design, the parameters from
the Virtools interface will be saved to a file.
After compiling and analyzing data, the user-created designs can be compared to
current model offerings. This data can then be used to compare the typical buyers of one
class of boats to what this market segment might design for themselves. Perhaps current
models could be better matched to a different market segment as revealed by the output
of this tool. Lastly, the output of the tool could reveal a market segment not currently
tapped by any of the boats in a present product line. Developing a product to meet these
needs could improve the boating experience for a group of users.

6.2 Optimization of Hull Performance Criteria
To better understand the sensitivity of various naval architecture properties, a
simple optimization exercise was conducted to determine how general changes to the hull
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length and beam would affect the efficiency of the hull. Unfortunately, basic naval
architecture books did not feature equations relating the drag of a boat to general features
of the boat hull. Instead, the construction and testing of models was suggested. Since the
scope of this project concerns incorporating user centered design into products early in
the design cycle, long before a prototype would be constructed, theoretical equation were
sought through previous research papers. A Japanese study investigated a number of
inboard boat planing hulls and related the horsepower required by a boat to the speed,
length, displacement, and a constant depending on the length, speed, and geometry of the
boat. (Hands…1998) This equation is displayed as equation 1.

V = K L3

HPx1000
D

(1) (Hands…1998)

where V = speed (knots)
K= Kundu constant
L = hull length (feet)
HP = power (HP)
D = displacement (lbs)
Using the steps described in Appendix I, the equation was manipulated to equation 2.


V
1 
HP =


1000  0.1069V + 1.1862 L 

3

 (Do − We )Lb


+ We 
Lo bo



(2)

where Do = displacement of a representative boat (lbs)
b = beam (width) of optimized boat (ft)
bo = beam of a representative boat (ft)
Lo = length of a representative boat (ft)
We = engine weight (lb)
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This function should be minimized, so that less horsepower is required to move the boat
at a certain velocity. If less power is being consumed, the hull is behaving more
efficiently. Several constraints are imposed upon the geometry of the boat to ensure that
the length and beam of the boat are within acceptable limits. The maximum beam
dimension is 8.5 feet for the boat to be legally trailerable without being marked as an
oversized load. Since the boats being researched are between 17 and 21 feet in length,
this will constrain the length parameter of the boat. As floor space is a vital component
of the boat, the deck area of the boat, estimated by the product of the beam and length,
will also constrain the boat’s shape. For this exercise, the optimized shape must retain at
least 90% of the floor space calculated from the product of bo and Lo. These constraints
yield the following equations.
b ≤ 8.5

(3)

L ≥ 17

(4)

L ≤ 21

(5)

bL ≥ 0.9bo Lo

(6)

Equations 2 through 6 were used with MATLAB mathematical software to plot the
constraints and contours of the optimization function, equation 2. Values for the
representative boat were taken from a 2006 Sea Ray 185 Sport with the standard engine.
This boat was chosen because its size was near the middle of the range of the size of
boats being analyzed. The result is depicted in Figure 15. The script file for generating
this plot is available in Appendix II.
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b <= 8.5
L <= 21

HP = 75

HP = 65

Feasible
Design Space
bL >= 0.9boLo
HP = 85
L >= 17

Figure 15. Boat Power Requirements as Functions of Hull Length and Beam

In Figure 15, the grayed areas are excluded from the feasible design space by the
constraint equations. The plotted horsepower values seem reasonable since typical boats
of this size feature standard engines producing over 100 hp. The remaining horsepower
that these boats could deliver would be required to accelerate the boat to speeds above 25
knots. The optimum point was located with the boat having about a 6.1 foot beam and a
21 foot length. This design would require about 65 HP to maintain a speed of 25 knots.
This optimum point suggests that an efficient boat would be long and narrow. Since
planing hull racing boats (as opposed to hydroplanes), which are designed with high
regard for hull efficiency, are typically long, narrow boats, this result seems fitting. This
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exercise demonstrates that hull performance properties can be theoretically analyzed
without the construction of a model. Although a model will inevitably provide more
accurate data, since the specific geometry of the boat are included, a theoretical approach
can be used to provide meaningful numbers as well.

6.3 Evolutionary Design
This project may be extended to incorporate evolutionary design. This concept
was recently pioneered by an industrial design graduate student at Ohio State.
Evolutionary design is a method that creates many designs to be evaluated by a user. The
process begins with a single CAD model with several input parameters that control the
dimensions of the model. A script in the CAD program copies the model, but makes each
copy slightly different by varying some of the parameters. An example of the varied
models generated by the computer is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Varied CAD models Created using Evolutionary Design Algorithm
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This method could be used to collect user data. As the computer creates arrays of
possible designs, the user determines which models seem the best. After selecting some
of the created models that seem like good designs, the computer program can perform
another iteration. More models are produced based upon the chosen models. After
several iterations, imaginative products may be produced. (Bezirtzis 2006) The boats
created in the iterative process could be input into the performance evaluating software to
provide performance data feedback for each iterated design. When the user selected the
preferred designs for the next iterations, performance criteria could be considered.

7. Conclusion
Designing to meet the requirements of the user can decide the fate of a product.
Designers apply user preference data to understand what they should consider when
creating concepts. User data can also be used by engineers when determining dimensions
of objects that a user may encounter. Obtaining user preference data often results in
subjective, qualitative statements that require time consuming analysis to evaluate and
understand. By completely digitizing the user feedback experience, quantitative data can
be stored and analyzed mathematically at the speed of modern computing. Developing a
tool to gain user feedback through a digital interface has been accomplished already with
virtual reality technology. Unfortunately, virtual reality systems are rare, expensive, and
not very portable. By developing a tool that only requires a modern computer, digital
user input becomes less expensive and more accessible.
The described tool will be such a system. Not only will the CAD model be
capable of allowing user input, it will assist the user by providing feedback about the
sacrifices of his or her decisions. If the user is monitored by a designer or engineer,
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valuable information about user expectations can be captured simply by asking the user
why certain changes were made. The designer or engineer can also understand how
important certain features are to the user by seeing how much the user might be willing to
sacrifice other aspects of the boat to attain a desired quality.
This research defines the need for digitally based user data systems and outlines a
possible method to be implemented in later study. This method was developed after
several attempts at creating interactive solid models and further research into available
naval architecture software. Applications were found that provided the capability
required to manipulate and evaluate digital models. Given the proposed methodology,
the tool will be further developed, debugged, and tested during graduate study. If
possible, the tool will be used to gain input from actual users. As user studies progress,
output data will be provided to Brunswick Boat Company.
A diverse crowd of users will be targeted. Experienced and inexperienced boaters
will be included in the study to study the difference between first time and repeat buyers.
In accordance to current ethnographic beliefs that user data can best be taken in a natural
environment, users will be targeted at chosen locations. Users may be targeted while
they are at boat dealerships so that the model can assess what people are looking for
when they are buying a boat. Users could also be targeted at marinas so that their
expectations and disappointments for the day could be recorded as they begin or end their
day of boating. The portability of this tool is a significant advantage allowing it to reach
users in a way never before possible.
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Appendix I – Derivation of Optimization Equation
The power requirement of the boat will be determined from the following
equation indicating the speed of a boat with a planing hull.
V = K L3

HPx1000
D

(7) (Hands…1998)

where V = speed (knots)
K= Kundu constant
L = hull length (feet)
HP = power (HP)
D = displacement (lbs)
This equation can be solved for power, providing the following equation:
3

 V  D
HP = 

 K L  1000

(8)

Experimental values for the Kundu constant are plotted in Figure 17 which provides the
relation:
K = 0.1069 X + 1.1862

(9) (Hands…1998)

where X = Speed-Length Ratio
The speed length ratio is defined as:
X =V / L .

(10) (Hands…1998)
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Figure 17. Small Inboard Boat Kundu Constant vs. Speed-Length Ratio (Hands…1998)

This experimental data is from analysis of 35 inboard engine powered planing
boats. This data should be very consistent with the planing hull shape of a typical
runabout. Since runabouts are usually powered by a motor within the hull, this data
should accurately simulate any effects the out drive of the motor has upon the hull’s
performance.
Combining equations 8, 9, and 10, the following equation is attained which is
comprised of simple boat parameters.
3


V
 D
HP = 

 0.1069V + 1.1862 L  1000

(11)

The displacement of the boat will be determined by scaling a present runabout
boat. Since the displacement of the boat is equal to the weight of the boat, determining
the boat’s weight will indicate its displacement. As the dimensions of the boat are
changed, the weight of the boat can be roughly scaled by assuming that the boat’s weight
is proportional to its volume plus a fixed mass composed of the engine and various other
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standard components. In this manner, the optimized boat displacement can be formulated
using the following equation.
D=

( Do − We ) Lbh
+ We
Lobo ho

(12)

where Do = displacement of a representative boat (lbs)
h = height of optimized boat (ft)
ho = height of a representative boat (ft)
b = beam (width) of optimized boat (ft)
bo = beam of a representative boat (ft)
Lo = length of a representative boat (ft)
We = engine weight (lb)
The hull of the boat will be optimized for a cruising speed of 25 knots since this is
a typical speed for recreational boating and water sports. The optimization is not meant
to determine the optimum speed for the boat, only its optimum hull shape.
Combining equations 11 and 12 yields an equation in terms of three variables to
be optimized: L, b, and h. To simplify the optimization, the analysis will assume a set
value for h since the boat's height out of the water should have the least affect upon the
hull’s performance.
A final equation in terms of two variables to be optimized, L and b, is listed
below.
1 
V

HP =


1000  0.1069V + 1.1862 L 

3

 (Do − We )Lb


+ We 
Lo bo



(13)
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Appendix II – MATLAB Optimization Script
%Jeremy Bluestein
%Script optimizes planing boat hull shape based on hull beam and length
%Initial Parameters based upon 2006 Sea Ray 185 Sport
Do=2400; %boat weight (lbs)
We=635; %engine weight (lbs)
Lo=19+8/12; %example boat length (ft)
bo=7.25; %example boat beam (ft)
V=25; %boat speed (knots)
[b,L]=meshgrid(5:.02:9,16:.02:22); %Solution space
%Optimization function
f=(1/1000)*(V./(0.1069*V+1.1862*(L).^.5)).^3.*((Do-We)*L.*b/Lo/bo+We);
%Constraints
g1=b-8.5; %b<=8.5
g2=-b; %b>0
g3=17-L; %L>=17
g4=L-21; %L<=21
g5=(0.9*bo*Lo)./(b.*L)-1; %Constraint b*L >= 0.9*bo*Lo
%Prepare Plot
cla reset
axis auto
grid
hold
xlabel('b (ft)')
ylabel('L (ft)')
title('Boat Power Requirement as Functions of Hull Length and Beam')
%Plot Constraints
cv1=[0 .001];
const1=contour(b,L,g1,cv1);
cv2=[0 .001];
const2=contour(b,L,g2,cv2);
cv3=[0 .001];
const3=contour(b,L,g3,cv3);
cv4=[0 .001];
const4=contour(b,L,g4,cv4);
cv5=[0 .001];
const5=contour(b,L,g5,cv5);
%Plot Optimization Function
fv=[65 75 85]; %Contour levels
fs=contour(b,L,f,fv,'-k');
clabel(fs) %Label Contours
hold
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